Abstract. Receivers equipped to measure dual frequency carrier phase signals from satellites of the Global Positioning System (GPS) have been capable, under special conditions, of determining relative horizontal positions among stations separated by one to a few hundred kilometers with a precision of one to several millimeters since the early 1980s. The major obstacles to making this capability routine, extending it to all parts of the globe, and extending it to longer station separations, have been equipment cost, limitations in the GPS satellite constellation, arduous data analysis, uncertainties in satellite orbits, uncertainties in propagation delays associated with variable tropospheric water vapor, and difficulties in resolving carrier phase cycle ambiguities. Recent improvements have occurred in all these areas. The increasing ease and reduced cost of GPS data acquisition and analysis are having a significant impact on studies of near-fault crustal deformation and earthquake processes, until recently the province of conventional terrestrial geodetic techniques. The enhanced satellite constellation, improved models, and establishment of global tracking networks have extended several millimeters horizontal positioning capability to station separations of 1000 km or more in virtually all parts of the world. This enables study of new classes of tectonic problems that previously were difficult to attack with any geodetic technique. Examples include a complete kinematic description of ongoing crustal deformation in broad, complex continental plate boundary zones, and measurement of relative plate motion at convergent boundaries where global models may be poorly constrained.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent in the early 1980s of a satellite-based navigation system known as the Global Positioning System (GPS) operated by the U.S. Department of Defense it became possible for a user with the proper receiver to obtain almost instantaneous three-dimensional position information accurate to several meters. With the completion of the satellite constellation in the early 1990s this capability will be extended to virtually all parts of the globe. This is a remarkable achievement and builds on a number of technological advances in the last several decades. Even more remarkable is the fact that. with careful attention to experiment configuration and dat• analysis it is possible to obtain relative position data 3 orders of magnitude more precise than the design level of the system. This enhanced performance allows for measurement of crustal strain and fault motion rates in just a few )rears. This paper reviews fundamental principles of GPS, discusses some geological and geophysical applications and their accuracy requirements, and considers implications for GPS experiment design. Recent developments extending the range and accuracy of GPS measurements are emphasized. I have aimed for broad coverage of most of the relevant topics and an intuitive rather than complete or rigorous treatment, giving more derailed references where appropriate.
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE GPS PROGRAM
The space segment of GPS is a constellation of satellites in high Earth orbit equipped with powerful radio frequency transmitters and highly stable atomic clocks. Easton [1978] reviews the major developments leading to this capability.
In 1967 an early prototype of a GPS satellite known as Timation 1 was launched into low Earth orbit (-900 km altitude) as part of a military test program in satellite navigation. Weighing about 40 kg and consuming only 6 W of power, it carried a UHF transmitter slaved to a stable quartz clock, with a frequency drift of several parts in 10 • one another in the sky provide correlated (redundant) range information, an effect known as geometric dilution of precision (GDOP). If observations are limited to four satellites by receiver design, these geometric effects can be minimized by choosing satellites which maximize the volume of a tetrahedron, defined by the points of intersection on a unit sphere centered on the user, of vectors between the satellite and the ground receiver.
It is also possible to obtain distance information (strictly speaking, the change in distance) through phase measurements on the carrier signal itself, keeping track of the number of cycles after signal acquisition. Assuming perfect clocks, and ignoring propagation effects, = (v,/oe) (n + 0)) For analysis purposes we consider the pseudorange or phase parameters in terms of what the receiver actually sees (the "observable"), explicitly accounting for major error sources. For example, in simplified form the phase observable, sometimes called integrated Doppler or accumulated delta range, can be written (in units of cycles) for a single receiver-satellite pair as
•(t) =-f'c(t) + v(t) + a (3)
where the delay x(= p/c) is the geometric delay due only to the satellite-station geometry, ignoring propagation effects, v represents errors ("noise") including propagation effects, and a is a constant, representing a combination of the carrier phase cycle ambiguity and an initial phase offset between satellite and receiver oscillators. Equation (3) ignores time-dependent clock errors in both the satellite and receiver; also, the various effects represented by v and a must be considered in more detail. King et al. [1985] and Leick [1990] give a complete derivation of the phase observable equations.
Signal Structure
The following discussion is abbreviated from Spilker [1978] . GPS satellites transmit two L-band carrier frequencies, each modulated by several lower frequency signals (Table 1) 
. The L2 carrier is normally modulated only with the P code. All three carriers also are modulated with a low bit rate (50 Hz) data stream transmitting satellite health, ephemeris, and other housekeeping information. These codes, P(t), C(t), and D(t), can be considered as square waves with values of +1 and are termed pseudorandom noise (PRN) codes because they have sufficiently long repeat times that they appear random to a user without knowledge of code structure. For example, the P code repeat time is 37 weeks. Each satellite is assigned a unique 1-week portion of the code, and, since the number of active satellites will not exceed 24, each satellite can be uniquely identified by a PRN number corresponding to the code portion transmitted.
We can represent L 1 and L2 signals as Receiver design affects the type of observable that can be extracted from the spectrum of GPS signals. There are currently two basic receiver architectures in common use for high-precision geodesy, code correlating (as described above) and codeless, where only the carrier phase observable is available. Code-correlating receivers can recover ("reconstruct") the phase observable as a by-product of the correlation process. Recovery of carrier phase without code knowledge requires a nonlinear detection scheme such as signal squaring. In effect, the signal is multiplied by itself, making the original phase inversions (equivalent to an amplitude change of +1) unity, giving the second harmonic of the carrier with no code modulations at double the original frequency, or half the wavelength. The advantage of the codeless approach is that the high-precision part of the signal (the carrier phase) can be utilized without knowledge of the classified P code, which may not be available in the future. Disadvantages include reduction of signal-to-noise ratio, possibly important under marginal observing conditions such as periods of high ionospheric activity, and reduced effective wavelength, making carrier phase cycle ambiguity resolution more difficult. Also, P code data, which are otherwise useful for clock synchronization, data editing, and, depending on data quality, resolution of carrier phase cycle ambiguities, are obviously unavailable. Some civilian receivers employ a hybrid approach, with code-correlating capability on L1 to recover the nonclassified C/A code for clock synchronization and navigation information, and a codeless channel to recover the second harmonic of L2.
Sl(t) =A•,t P(t)D(t) cos (tot t) + Ac C(t)D(t) sin (tot t)

S2(t) = A•,2P(t)D(t) cos (0•2 t)
Block 2 satellites have additional security features that will affect civilian users. "Selective availability" (SA) reduces point positioning accuracy to about 100 m by reducing the accuracy of the broadcast ephemeris, altering the clock epoch, and dithering the clock frequency, thus affecting both code-correlating and codeless receivers. "Antispoofing" (AS) will be activated periodically for test purposes and consists of encryption of the P code; this would not affect codeless receivers. Most aspects of SA and AS will not cause serious impact on high-precision geodetic applications. However, if activated, AS would limit high-precision dynamic applications, and one important aspect of S A (clock dithering) is discussed below.
HIGH-PRECISION GEODESY: RELATIVE
POSITIONING
Uncertainties in a GPS point position may be several meters to several tens of meters, although Malys and Jensen [1990] recently reported point position uncertainties of about 1 m using data from a specially configured global experiment. One source of uncertainty in a GPS point position is the inherent imprecision of the P code group delay measurement, meter level for most receivers, although at least one recent model achieves a several centimeter precision with just several minutes of averaging [Melbourne, 1990] . For this reason we make phase measurements on the carrier itself [Bossler et al., 1980; Remondi, 1985] , with an inherent precision of a few millimeters or better. Major remaining error sources include clock biases (in both the satellite and ground receiver, although ground receivers are likely to have larger biases), the atmosphere, including the frequencydispersive ionosphere and the nondispersive troposphere, both of which affect signal velocity and thus our estimate of satellite-receiver distance, uncertainties in the satellite position at the time of signal transmission, and carrier phase cycle ambiguities. The remainder of this paper is devoted to relative (as opposed to poin0 positioning and associated concepts that enable high-accuracy geodetic measurements with GPS. Relative positioning involves simultaneous observation of a group of satellites by a network of ground receivers. Three-dimensional vectors, termed baselines, are def'med between all stations in the network, relative to one or more fixed stations whose positions are known a priori. The combination of simultaneous network observations and the analytical techniques designed to accommodate such data enables us to eliminate or greatly reduce the errors listed above, resulting in the millimeter-to centimeter-level position data we require for most geological and geophysical applications.
Frequency Standards, Time, and Reference Frames
One key to high-precision geodesy with GPS is simultaneous satellite observations by a number of ground receivers. Simultaneity in this case is defined quite stringently; in 1 millisecond (ms) a station at mid-latitudes moves more than 30 cm to the east as a result of Earth rotation, a GPS satellite, orbiting at about 3 km/s, moves 3 m, and a pseudorange signal propagates 300 kin. Ultimately, we will relate observations at widely separated ground stations to better than a microsecond (gs), although, as we shall see, physical clock synchronization at anything near this level is unnecessary. We nevertheless require a precise time definition and measurement capability, a method for eliminating clock errors, and the ability to relate with great precision the positions of ground receivers anywhere on the Earth to satellites in orbit. The following discussion is summarized from King et al.
[1985],Lambeck [1980, 1988] , and Leick [1990] .
Both GPS satellites and receivers have precise "clocks," i.e., high-frequency, highly stable oscillators. A receiver might employ a quartz oscillator, a mechanical resonator that exploits the frequency-selective properties of the piezoelectric effect, with a fractional frequency stability Af/f of about 1 part in 10 •ø per day. Most GPS satellites employ higher-quality rubidium or cesium frequency standards, where atomic resonance phenomena based on the energy difference between two states def'me the "clock." For example, the cesium clock [Essen and Parry, 1956 ] is based on the splitting of the ground electronic state of cesium 133, depending on whether the spin of the unpaired valence electron is parallel or antiparallel to the nuclear spin. The transition between these two hyperfme levels has a frequency of 9,192,631,770 Hz and is the basis for the currently accepted (SI) definition of the second (more on this below).
One measure of clock stability is the Allan (two sample) variance [Allan, 1966] Figure 2 . Note the long-term stability of cesium clocks, making them attractive for satellite applications, the short-term stability of quartz oscillators, making them adequate for ground receivers, which can be periodically synchronized with satellite signals, and the exceptional stability of hydrogen masers, making them the best choice for ground reference stations. [1989]. Quartz crystal data from Hellwig [1979] . to WVR calibration are generally small (1-2 cm in zenith wet delay) and constant or nearly so over several hours, implying that these instruments can give a good indication of temporal variability in the wet zenith delay but may have a small bias that depends on site, season, or data reduction algorithm.
Unfortunately, most WVRs are big and expensive. Fortunately, comparison of GPS baseline estimates involving WVR calibration and stochastic estimation generally indicates no significant differences between the two approaches (for example, Figures 3 and 4) , implying that at current precision levels WVR calibration of the wet delay is not required. In fact, it is even possible to lump the wet and dry delays together and estimate them jointly, avoiding all neutral atmosphere calibration (including surface pressure) entirely [Tralli and Lichten, 1990] . This works at current levels of GPS precision because the mapping functions for wet and dry delays are very similar above 10 ø or 15 ø, the typical cutoff angle used with GPS to avoid ground multipath (see below). 
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Dixon: THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM ß 259 ing tropospheric calibration errors, including those due to incorrect mapping functions. However, lack of low-angle observations is one of the conlributing factors to poor resolution of the vertical component with GPS, so multipath control, as well as improvements in the other areas just mentioned, is highly desirable. Multipath can be minimized through use of antenna backplanes or RF (radio frequency) absorbent material around the base of the antenna, mounting antennas close to the ground (to minimize the effects of ground reflection), and careful site selection, choosing sites well away from planar-reflecting surfaces such as buildings or vehicles. Since multipath is related mainly to the geometry of nearby objects, and since this geometry is usually constant over several days or longer, the temporal signature of multipath tends to repeat from day to day, retarded by an amount equal to the offset rise time of the satellites (4 min earlier each day). The repetitive nature of multipath in principle can be used to estimate and correct its major effects, though few such studies have been reported. If uncorrected, multipath can be an important source of systematic error, depending on environment, antenna/ backplane design, and length of observing session. Carrier phase multipath tends to have periods shorter than 10-20 min, thus observations over several hours or longer will average out most of the effects. where r is radial distance from the center of the Earth [Kaula, 1966] . For near-circular orbits like GPS, e--0. The nature of the perturbing forces on the satellites and the requirement for high-accuracy means that this model is not adequate for our purposes. Rizos and Stolz [1985] summarize major accelerations on the GPS satellites. Atmospheric drag is negligible at these altitudes, and the Earth's nonsymmetric gravity field, while significant, is adequately described with current models; the more poorly determined short wavelength components, related mainly to lithospheric structures in poorly surveyed parts of the Earth, have little effect on the high-altitude GPS satellites. Additional large perturbations are the gravitational effects of the moon and Sun, which can be accurately determined, and solar radiation pressure.
One approach to the orbit problem is to begin with an estimate of the six orbital components at some initial time and numerically integrate the equations of motion using accurate models for various pertubing forces and resulting accelerations, predicting location and velocity of the satellites at later epochs; ground tracking data can be used in a least squares adjustment to improve the initial position/velocity estimates, the model parameters, and the subsequent position/velocity estimates. The length of the orbit arc over which the equations are integrated may be only a few hours ("short arc") in which case the force models can be relatively simple, or may extend to several weeks ("multiday" or "long arc"), requiting sophisticated force models. Solar radiation pressure produces a large and somewhat unpredictable perturbing force because of the large cross-section area of the solar panels, complex satellite geometry, and variable satellite albedo, resulting in accelerations of order 10-7m/s 2 and perturbing the orbits 
Reducing the Data
Consider a hypothetical GPS experiment involving 5 days of observations at 10 ground stations, with the positions of three fiducial sites well known. Each station might observe six satellites for an average of 5 hours each day (the total time span of observations might be 8 hours or more, but not all satellites are visible simultaneously). Pseudorange and/or phase data are collected continuously, but let's consider phase data averaged at 1-min intervals. The total number of "data points" collected in 1 day is then 10 stations x 6 satellites x 5 hours x 60 points per hour = 18,000. From this large data set we might estimate three position components for each unknown ground station (21), six components (three position, three velocity at the initial epoch) for each satellite (36), a y bias term for each satellite (6), perhaps one troposphere parameter for each ground station (10) (additional terms are required for a stochastic model), and clock terms every minute for all satellites (1800) and nine ground stations (2700), since one station acts as a reference clock, giving a total of 4573 unknowns. The system is overdetermined, with data points greatly exceeding unknowns. Since the data are noisy, we cannot formulate simultaneous equations to solve directly for the desired parameters. The challenge is to find, in a least squares sense, the best estimate of the parameters from available data, using where possible additional information such as tropospheric calibration and orbit models. There are numerous approaches to GPS data analysis, and I have tried to generalize the following discussion. However, some details are specific to analytical approaches familiar to me, and I apologize for this obvious bias.
The time evolution of pseudorange or phase observables (e.g., equation (3)) is largely a function of observation geometry. Given prior knowledge of the approximate ground station positions in a terrestrial reference frame, satellite orbits (from the broadcast ephemeris), Earth orientation, and initial estimates of atmospheric delay, it is possible to generate fairly accurate models for the observables. With these models, and knowledge of how the observable ob would change given a small change in a parameter, x, (given by the partial derivative, •5(ob)/fx), least squares or Kalman filter techniques can be applied to the observables to improve estimates of x. Following King et al. Most of the data discussed in this report were processed with the GPS Inferred Positioning System (GIPSY) software developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. GIPSY processes undifferenced data using a modified We saw from equations (2) and (3) that the initial phase measurement upon acquisition of the carder signal is biased by an unknown number of cycles. Assuming a receiver maintains lock on the signal, the range change between the receiver and satellite can be determined, and the initial range (the cycle ambiguity) can be estimated along with the geodetic parameters of interest. However, this degrades the accuracy of horizontal baseline components relative to the case where the cycle ambiguity is known or can be fixed to the correct value. Techniques to resolve the ambiguity rely on the fact that, given enough data, the range bias can be estimated to better than half a carder wavelength (cycle), after which the bias is fixed to the nearest integer value. Orbits, ionospheric effects, tropospheric effects (Figure 7) , multipath, and other error sources can corrupt GPS signals such that errors become significant relative to one half wavelength, affecting our ability to fix ambiguities to the correct value. It is common practice to resolve the ambiguities first on shorter (<100 kin) baselines where the effect of most of these errors is reduced [Bock et Most high-precision relative positioning experiments with GPS are "static," in the sense that a given receiver observes in one position for many hours or days to obtain data strength adequate to resolve the cycle ambiguities and reduce other errors. However, over short (<30 km) baselines, it is also possible to operate in a "kinematic" mode, with a receiver maintaining lock on the satellite signals and moving from station to station, continuously recording data. As long as lock is maintained, only one cycle ambiguity per receiver-satellite pair needs to be resolved, regardless of the number of stations covered by the roving receiver. The technique has obvious advantages for rapid survey of large numbers of points. A variation of this approach, "rapid static" surveying, does not require continuous signal lock, exploiting high-quality P code data or prior data to resolve the ambiguities directly [Blewitt et al., 1989 ].
The assumption of linearity (equations (26) and (28))
means that the initial model for the observables must be sufficiently accurate that second-and higher-order terms can be neglected. Accuracy can be estimated after the fact by inspecting the solution offset from the assigned a priori value. The solutions should be iterated unless the satellite epoch states are accurate to about 1 km, and initial ground positions accurate to several hundred meters [Lichten, 1990b] .
Experiment Design
On the basis of the preceding discussion we can summarize the important aspects of a successful highprecision GPS geodetic experiment. Additional discussions can be found in works by King and Blewitt [1990] As with most physical measurements, it is useful to distinguish random errors, the effects of which can be reduced by averaging more data, and systematic errors. [Larson, 1990b] . All these comparisons indicate no significant source of systematic error of a type that would cause GPS-determined rates to differ from VLBI-determined rates. It is interesting to note, however, that comparisons involving GPS and fixed-site VLBI often exhibit near-constant offsets which fortunately do not affect the rate estimates. Figure 10 is a good example (see also Larson [1990b, Figure 4 ]. The best explanation for these offsets is that the site ties relating the phase centers of the large, fixed VLBI antennas to the nearby ground marks used by GPS may be in error. However, this hypothesis remains to be verified. Future work on GPS accuracy should also include GPS-SLR comparisons, since VLBI and GPS have some common error sources.
One problem with the two-parameter error model described by equation (31) is that •dual-frequency GPS measurements have at least three significant error sources, each with a different dependence on baseline length. Receiver noise and set up errors are typically at the level of 1-2 mm, determined by "zero length" baseline tests, and are independent of baseline length. Atmospheric (mainly tropospheric) errors depend on baseline length only up to a certain distance, after which atmospheric variation is uncorrelated between two sites and the corresponding error reaches an approximately constant value, depending on calibration or estimation accuracy. The correlation length for troposphere-related errors at the level of a few millimeters, i.e., at a level exceeding receiver noise, will vary depending on site, season, and local weather but is likely to be on the order of tropospheric thickness, perhaps ranging When we perform a series of GPS experiments, we generally wish to obtain estimates of strain rate or fault motion rate. Many geologic problems require rate accuracies in the range 1-5 mm/yr [Jordan and Minster, 1988] . In order to plan experiments it is important to know how long it will take to acquire a dam set with a given rate accuracy, or how often an experiment must be repeated within a fixed period (for example, 5-10 years) to achieve In the limit of long length scales, GPS accuracy will improve as global tracking networks evolve to include a uniform set of well-distributed, high-accuracy ground systems with strict configuration control, and as force models for solar radiation pressure and other orbit perturbations are ref'med. This will enable a number of plate motion and regional plate boundary zone problems to be attacked. Even with current performance there are many more applications of GPS than we can address here, but to give some flavor for the diversity, I will consider two types of applications, divided arbitrarily by length scale. [1991].
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Dixon: THE GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM ß 273 CONCLUSIONS I have covered in a general way the major principles behind GPS, particularly those relevant to high-precision geological and geophysical applications. GPS is an impressive new measurement tool; the rate of improvement in the quality and quantity of geodetic measurements with GPS over the last decade is astonishing. We can expect to see continued improvements in receiver accuracy and portability, reduced receiver cost, decreased time and cost for data processing, improved models and calibration of major error sources, corresponding increases in the number of diversity of scientific applications, and some very interesting scientific results.
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